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Report Items


·	The Wireless Number Portability Operations Team met the afternoon of Monday, April 9th
and the morning of Tuesday, April 10th in Portland, ME.

·	Introductions were given and the agenda reviewed.

·	Minutes from the March meeting were approved as written and are posted on the NPAC web site.

·	Impacts of wireless number portability on directory services and directory listings were briefly
discussed.  This issue has been accepted at OBF.  Wireless service providers were asked to
discuss this with OBF Directory Committee contact appropriate for their company.

·	Impacts of wireless number portability on operator services was discussed.  This issue is being
worked at OBF, but complete resolution may not be able to be reached.  It was agreed that a
request be made to the LNPA WG to open this issue as a PIM and work it in the LNPA WG
since it represents a wireless/wireline integration issue.  

·	The guidelines regarding assignment of Location Routing Numbers were discussed.  A draft
contribution to INC for updating the LRN Assignment Guidelines will be presented for review at
next months meeting. 

·	Sunday porting for wireless service providers was discussed.  Areas impacted are the maintenance windows, NPAC timers, business days, and the staffing of the NPAC help desk.  A draft change order was approved to provide for the “long business days” to be a tuneable parameter by region.

·	NeuStar reported that they have received communications from about 50 service providers regarding signing non-disclosure agreements.  Of those 50 service providers, only 9 expressed an interest in new entrant testing with the NPAC.  NeuStar will have the test plan for wireless new entrant testing completed by the first week in May.  This revised test plan will be updated to include test cases for NPAC Release 3.0.

·	According to the Industry Timeline for Wireless Number Portability, a “soft launch” will occur between September, 2002 and November 24, 2002.  It was agreed that this represents a “soft date”, i.e., the “soft launch” will begin about the first of September, 2002, but not on a specific date.

·	The concept of a clearinghouse for routing of wireless port requests and NPAC communications, as presented by Verizon last month, was discussed.  It was suggested that this may be split into two issues – one for a clearinghouse for the ICP communications and one for the NPAC communications.  This issue may be able to be worked within an existing CTIA sub-committee.


·	The Wireless Testing Sub-Committee discussed their Mission and Scope Statements, began high level discussions regarding coordination of inter-carrier testing, and established a two-day meeting to be held in the Seattle area on May 8th and 9th for the purpose of reviewing the Inter-Carrier Test Document with wireless and wireline service providers.

·	The next meeting of the WNPO will be held on May 14th and 15th in Atlanta. 



	    Next Meeting …  May 14th – 15th, Atlanta, GA – Bell South Host


